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ABSTRACT:
Climate change is one of the most important environmental challenges in the world and forest as a dynamic phenomenon is
influenced by environmental changes. The Hyrcanian forests is a unique natural heritage of global importance and we need
monitoring this region. The objective of this study was to detect start and end of season trends in Hyrcanian forests of Iran based on
biweekly GIMMS (Global Inventory Modeling and Mapping Studies) NDVI3g in the period 1981-2012. In order to find response of
vegetation activity to local temperature variations, we used air temperature provided from I.R. Iran Meteorological Organization
(IRIMO). At the first step in order to remove the existing gap from the original time series, the iterative Interpolation for Data
Reconstruction (IDR) model was applied to GIMMS and temperature dataset. Then we applied significant Mann Kendall test to
determine significant trend for each pixel of GIMMS and temperature datasets over the Hyrcanian forests. The results demonstrated
that start and end of season (SOS & EOS respectively) derived from GIMMS3g NDVI time series increased by -0.16 and +0.41 days
per year respectively. The trends derived from temperature time series indicated increasing trend in the whole of this region. Results
of this study showed that global warming and its effect on growth and photosynthetic activity can increased the vegetation activity in
our study area. Otherwise extension of the growing season, including an earlier start of the growing season, later autumn and higher
rate of production increased NDVI value during the study period.

1. INTRODUCTION
The available data on climate change over the past century
indicate that the Earth is warming (Khanduri et al., 2008).
Climate change is one of the most important environmental
challenges in the world and forest as a dynamic phenomenon is
influenced by environmental changes. Changes in vegetation
greenness over time may consist of an alternating sequence of
greening and/or browning periods or shifts in start of season
(SOS) and end of season (EOS).
Monitoring and attributing of vegetation dynamic is a
prerequisite of sustainable management of ecosystem (Piao, et
al., 2015). Trend analysis are one of the main research tools
used to predict past and future states of the vegetation dynamic.
Numerous studies of phenology and temperature has shown a
widespread trend of advanced spring and later autumn of plants
especially in the Northern Hemisphere have been documented,
(Anyamba et al., 2005; Sherry et al., 2007; Julien et al., 2009;
De Jong, et al., 2011; Hogda et al., 2013; Rodriguez-Galiano et
al., 2015). We can find different trends in previous research
because of various data sources, variable study periods, satellite
platforms, temporal and spatial resolution from national to
global scales.
As there is more than 40 years satellite records, the historic and
long term records of satellite have become the most important
source for monitoring of vegetation dynamics. Long term,

remotely sensed NDVI data as proxy of vegetation based on
red/near infrared spectral, are suitable to detect and
characterized trends of vegetation because it performed easily
and closely related to vegetation productivity (Tian et al., 2015)
which includes plants branches, stalks and leaves. NDVI time
series have been widely used in trend analysis at regional to
global scales. The longest continuous records of NDVI dataset
provide by GIMMS group from Advanced Very High
Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) sensors onboard National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) satellite
series since July 1981. This dataset has been widely used for
regional and global scale vegetation trend analysis representing
changes in vegetation phenology (Anyamba et al., 2005; Baldi
et al., 2008; Julien et al., 2009; Sobrino et al., 2011).
Furthermore, numerous international researches have focused
on the relationship between variations of climatic variables such
as rainfall and air temperature and changes in vegetation
phenology (Ichii et al., 2002; Fensholt et al., 2011; Ivit et al.,
2012; Fensholt et al., 2013).
The objectives of this study was to identify the vegetation
dynamics in relation to climate factors in the Hyrcanian forests,
North of Iran. Hyrcanian forests are one of the most unique
biomes of the world as well as being a connecting bridge
between Asia and Europe. This forests are quite intermediate
through its species. The extent of the Hyrcanian forests changed
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minimally during the entire Quaternary Era (Sagheb Talebi et
al., 2014).
Many aspect of vegetation dynamics in Iran still remain poorly
understood. Therefore, due to the importance of this ecosystem,
this region deserves more attention to monitor the spatial
patterns of vegetation dynamics and better characterization and
discrimination of Hyrcanian forests are needed.
Therefore, with regards to importance of Hyrcanian forests in
this study, we investigate the vegetation dynamics in Hyrcanian
forests over 31-year period, based on GIMMS NDVI3g time
series to analyze i: inter annual, ii: seasonal trend in vegetation
dynamics.

2. METHOD

considering vegetation dynamic was considered in previous
research (Zeng, et al., 2013; Miao et al., 2015).
In order to account effect of climatic warming on phenology, air
temperature data recorded by 45 weather stations, fully covering
the Hyrcanian area were used for correlation analysis. These
data were provided by the Islamic Republic of Iran
Meteorological Office and Iran Ministry of Energy. These point
data were interpolated to the same resolution and geographic
coordinate system as GIMMS3g NDVI dataset.
Forest boundaries were provided from Forests, Range and
watershed Organization (FRO) of Iran and rasterized to the
same spatial resolution as the GIMMS3g data. Since GIMMS
has coarse pixel size (8 km × 8 km), it can include forest and
non-forest and this research focused on forest areas, only pixels
with more than 80 percent forest cover in compare with official
vector map of forest were considered in the analysis (Fig. 1).

2.1 Study area
The Hyrcanian forests in the northern slope of the Alborz
mountain in Iran at the southern edge of the Caspian Sea
comprises a narrow strip of 1.8 million ha temperate deciduous
forests and it contains very rich ecosystems due to the particular
orographic and climatic situation (precipitation rich, warmtemperate, high moisture from the Caspian Sea and damming
effect of the Alborz mountain range). The latitude and longitude
of the Hyrcanian forests varies from 35˚ 45ˊ to 38˚ 26ˊ 15˝N and
38˚ 33ˊ 45˝ to 56˚ 11ˊ 15˝E, respectively (Fig. 1). In general, the
Hyrcanian climate is warm Mediterranean in the east, and
Mediterranean in the west (Sagheb Talebi et al., 2014). This
area is one of the last remnants of natural deciduous forests in
the world. The nomination of Hyrcanian forests as a UNESCO
World Heritage site has been under attention since 2001 and
have recently become one of the priorities of the Iranian
government.

Figure 1: Geographical location of Iran (left) and of the
Hyrcanian forests, extending over the Iranian provinces of
Guilan, Mazandaran and Golestan (right).
2.2 Data
The time series of GIMMS3g NDVI dataset with 0.083 degree
spatial resolution and a temporal resolution of circa 15 days was
used in this study. This dataset is derived from NOAA satellite
series AVHRR instrument, spanning the period 1981-2012.
In order to minimize the influence of atmospheric aerosols and
clouds, the maximum value compositing (MCV) technique has
been used to create composite images. Data have also been
corrected to minimize various deleterious effects, such as inter
sensor differences, viewing geometry, orbital drift and volcanic
eruptions, and has been verified using stable desert control
points (Pinzon et al., 2014). Validation of this dataset for

2.3 Methods
The analysis of raster data time series is based on a number of
statistical techniques implemented in the statistical program R
(R Development Core Team, 2008). First, in order to exclude
remaining gaps caused by cloud or haze contamination which
create low and discontinuous NDVI values in the time series,
the iterative Interpolation for Data Reconstruction (IDR)
method was applied pixel by pixel to GIMMS3g NDVI data.
Based on previous researches (Julien & Sobrino, 2009; Geng et
al., 2013), this method can provide the best profile
reconstruction for most land cover classes. For each pixel,
alternative NDVI time series was computed by computing the
mean of the immediately preceding and following observation.
This alternative value was then compared to the original time
series, and replaced the original data with alternative time series
data if the maximum difference between alternative and original
values is higher than 0.02 NDVI units, corresponding to the
accuracy of NDVI estimation (Julien & Sobrino, 2009; Sobrino,
2013; Kiapasha et al., 2017).
After this, start and end of season of every yearly seasonal time
interval using the midpoint technique was calculated pixel by
pixel for the study area. Midpoint technique is more consistent
with the ground measured phenology than other methods
(White et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2016). This technique first
extracted minimum and maximum value for each pixel and
individual year and determines the threshold value, and then the
SOS is defined as the day of the year when 50 percent of the
annual amplitude is reached through an increasing or decreasing
in NDVI values (Julien et al., 2009; 2013; Kiapasha et al.,
2017). Increasing temperature influence vegetation phenology
and NDVI time series respond to the climate change. In order to
extract temperature parameters, all of these analyses were
performed for temperature too. Five parameters were thus
extracted (Table 1).
Label

Parameter

Unit

SOS

Start of season

Days

EOS

End of season

Days

Tempmean

Mean of temperature

˚C

Tempmax

Maximum of temperature

˚C

Tempmin

Minimum of temperature

˚C

TempTmax

Date of maximum temperature

Days

TempTmin

Date of minimum temperature

Days
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Table 1: Extracted phenology and climate parameters using
midpoint technique
The significance of the SOS and EOS time series trends were
retrieved by the non-parametric Mann–Kendall (MK)
significance test which has also a low sensitivity to outliers
(Hirsch et al., 1984). Then we analyzed long time trend for
temperature with the same spatial and temporal resolution of
GIMMS dataset.
In order to compare the influence of climate parameters with
different magnitudes, the first processing step is the
normalization over parameters (temperature, SOS and EOS) by
calculating their standardized anomalies according to (Ivit et al.,
2012; Kiapasha et al., 2017):
(1)
where

z = resulting normalized value of parameters
xt = the original value

= the mean value
S = the standard deviation
The response of NDVI to temperature change was expressed as
the linearly regressed slope of phenological parameter
anomalies (SOS, EOS) against temperature anomalies for each
pixel. This correlation was quantified using an ordinary least
squares (OLS) regression. The regression equation was
estimated as:

(2)
Where γ is the standardized anomaly of inter-annual variation of
SOS and EOS, X1 is the standardized anomaly inter-annual
variations of temperature, and 𝜀 is the stochastic error term. In
order to remove stochastic trend component (non-stationary) of
time series, Time was used as a deterministic variable in the
model.

3. RESULTS
In the following sections results are presented. We present
phenological trends focusing on the SOS and EOS and their
mapped correlation with changes of temperature.
3.1 Trend results
The SOS and EOS have been retrieved using the midpoint
method over the period 1982 to 2012 for the Hyrcanian forests
of Iran. They illustrate in figure 2. SOS and EOS derived from
GIMMS3g NDVI time series increased by -0.16 and +0.41 days
per year respectively. The statistically significant trends at 90%
confidence level for the SOS and EOS for the period 1982–
2012 based on NDVI3g data are depicted in Figures 3 and 4.

Figure 2: Start and end of season from 1981 to 2012

Figure 3: Significant trends at 90% confidence level using MannKendall trend test in start of season date (day/year)

Figure 4: Significant trends at 90% confidence level using MannKendall trend test in end of season date (day/year)
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SOS trends had non-significant values in most places and only
few pixels with significant earlier SOS were scattered in
Hyrcanian forests, whereas significant latter EOS appeared in
most areas and a strong delay in EOS is observed for low
altitudes.
EOS were more widespread than SOS trends and overall
growing season lengthening for 1982-2012 may increasingly be

attributed to an EOS delay, This is close to the results of
Garrona et al. (2016) and Jolly et al., (2005).
Figures. 5(a), (b), (c), and (d) shows the results of the pre-pixel
trend analysis based on the anomaly of temperature parameters
dataset. We observed no negative trends in temperature.
Significant stronger positive trends were revealed in Golestan
for Tempmean and Tempmax.

Figure 5: Significant trends at 90% confidence level using Mann Kendall trend tests in average of temperature (a), maximum
temperature (b), minimum temperature (c), date of maximum temperature (d).

The current findings about temperature trends in this study
confirm increasing air temperature as reported by IPCC (2013).
Spatial distribution of the best multiple linear regression
between inter annual variation of phenological parameters (SOS
and EOS) and temperature parameters (Tempmean, Tempmax,
Tempmin, TempTmax and TempTmin) calculated for each pixel in
the Hyrcanian forests. Table 2 presents the percentage of pixels
in the study showing significant (90 %) correlation SOS and
EOS with each temperature parameters.
There were stronger correlations between SOS with Date of
minimum and maximum temperature in most regions (30% and
24/5% of pixels, respectively) (Fig. 6(a), table 2), because SOS
happen on the third month of year, thus value of temperature at
the same year don’t influence SOS but spatially date of
minimum temperature can be important, since minimum of
temperature occur on January, February or March.

Stronger correlations between EOS and Tempmin than other
temperature parameters were observed in 43% of pixels (Fig.
6(b), Table 2).
parameters

EOS

SOS

TempTmax

16

24/5

Tempmax

12.5

15

Tempmean

12.5

16/5

TempTmin

17

30

Tempmin
43
14/5
Table 2: Percentage of pixels with best linear regression with
phenological parameters (EOS and SOS) as the dependent
variable and the temperature parameters (TempTmax, Tempmax,
Tempmean, TempTmin, Tempmin) as independent variables

Figure 6: Spatial distribution of best regression between SOS (a) and EOS (b) with temperature parameters
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Our findings illustrated strong correlations between later EOS
and increasing temperatures mainly in western Hyrcanian
forests.
Plant growth of the Hyrcanian forests is limited by temperature
in high altitude. On the local scale other climatic and
microclimatic variables might influence phenological changes
better (Ivit et al., 2012), while the impact of anthropogenic
activities on vegetation dynamics was not investigated.
Hyrcanian forests consist various microclimates due to different
slope direction, altitude and human activities that affect the
response of phenological parameters in addition to climate
factors. It should be mentioned that during the Pleistocene ("Ice
Ages"), the Hyrcanian forests were alive and glaciations had
minimal impact on it, and movement of some species to high
altitude was imaginable (Sagheb Talebi et al., 2014) and could
occur again, so biodiversity variation and vegetation dynamic
should be monitored in this area to further observe global
climate warming effects. Other climate variables such as
precipitation, soil moisture, evapotranspiration or photoperiod
can be related to variations in vegetation productivity.
Although many previous studies were carried out at the global
or regional scales, these results cannot be easily compared with
this research due to the geographical characteristics of the
Hyrcanian forests, and to the spatial resolution of the dataset,
leading to the relatively small number of pixels considered as
forest in this study area.

4. CONCLUTION
Examining phenological trend in Hyrcanian forests over 19822012 reveals EOS trend was stronger than the SOS trend (EOS
delay was 0.41 days yr-1, compared to -0.16 days yr-1 of SOS
change). Later EOS trends were widely distributed over the
Hyrcanian forests and significant trends in low altitude were
observed in longer growing season.
The current findings about temperature trends in this study
confirm increasing air temperature as reported by IPCC (2013).
Moreover, EOS values were correlated positively and strongly
with minimum temperature in 43 percent of pixels (Table 2)
Important biological events, including changes in plant
phenology, have been reported in many parts of the world
(Khanduri et al., 2008), therefore we need more information
information to attribute changes of our forest. This research is a
first step to improve our knowledge of Hyrcanian forests by
trend analysis of time series.
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